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Text mining stackoverflow: an insight into challenges and
subject-related difficulties faced by computer science learners
1. Introduction
The ever increasing volumes of data and information shared on social media and collaborative sites have
become a rich and valuable source of knowledge for a wide spectrum of users’ needs. When there is a need to
learn about a new subject or to solve a specific problem, by nature people look for fast access to relevant
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information that would help them address that need. As such, very often they tend to consult relevant web
communities, such as social media, on-line forums and Community Question Answering (CQA), traditionally
known as Question Answering (Q&A) sites, which gather contributions from a large array of users with
different levels of expertise. Recent years, therefore, have witnessed the emergence and growing popularity of
these sites among learners and educational communities, particularly students in higher education who seek to
find help with their course work and material. According to Pearson’s latest annual report on the use of social
media for teaching and learning (Seaman and Tinti-Kane, 2013), the use of social media in higher education
institutes (HEI) has been on a steady rise in recent years. This includes the use of a wide range of social media
websites and technologies, such as Twitter, Facebook, and Q&A sites, such as the StackExchange1 and Quora2.
There is currently a debate among teachers and educators with regards to the pedagogical approach of
the Q&A sites to “helping” people and its productivity and contribution to real learning3,4 and whether students
should be encouraged to avail of the type of help provided by these systems5. This debate seems to demonstrate
mixed opinions which, from our perspective, are driven by the fact that the ultimate goal of responsible teachers
and educators is to facilitate the learning of their students in an active manner, help them achieve the learning
outcomes and therefore the skills which their study programmes are designed for. Notwithstanding this debate,
and rather than looking at the issue of students use of these Q&A sites with caution, we believe there is an
opportunity here for teachers and educators to learn about and discover various aspects of this learning
1

http://stackexchange.com/

2

https://www.quora.com/

3

http://michael.richter.name/blogs/why-i-no-longer-contribute-to-stackoverflow

4

http://meta.stackexchange.com/questions/10811/how-do-i-ask-and-answer-homework-questions

5

http://meta.stackoverflow.com/questions/254433/should-i-send-students-to-stack-overflow

1

behaviour that can potentially help enhance their own teaching approaches. The vast amount of data and content
posted on these on-line mediums can potentially be mined and analysed by teachers and other stakeholders to
gain a detailed insight into the needs and challenges faced by the learners, and consequently used to improve the
content and delivery of the courses they teach. Motivated by this opportunity, the last few years have seen the
emergence of a new field of research called Educational Data Mining (EDM) (Romero et al., 2010). According
to the international educational data mining society, “educational data mining is an emerging discipline,
concerned with developing methods for exploring the unique types of data that come from educational settings,
and using those methods to better understand students, and the settings which they learn in”.
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One of the subject fields that present themselves as rich candidates for conducting EDM research is
Computer Science (CS), which includes computer programming and software development. This is due to the
fact that learners and educators who work in this field possess the IT skills required to readily utilise the services
offered by Q&A sites and other social media tools, making them the most likely early adopters of social media
technologies for educational purposes (Treude et al., 2012, Singer et al., 2013a). This, in fact, is clearly reflected
by the relatively large size of StackOverflow6 (SO) for example, which is a social Q&A website focused on
computer programming, compared to the other Q&A websites in the StackExchange network which cover over
100 various topics. Analysing the Q&As posted on SO could reveal interesting insight into the challenges faced
by both novice and experienced programmers, including students. However, the sheer volume of content and
information exchanged via SO and similar forums makes the task of their manual analysis difficult. Faced by
this challenge, we believe a whole host of text mining and visualization methods, which have already been
successfully applied in other application domains (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012), may also be deployed to facilitate
the process of analysing the content of these educational forums.
To date EDM research on CQA, and SO in particular, has mainly focused on aspects such as prediction
of answers quality, crowd knowledge ranking and user suitability (Harper et al., 2008, Megan, 2014, Souza et
al., 2014, Treude et al., 2011), user profiling and expert identification (Ginsca and Popescu, 2013, Bazelli et al.,
2013, Bian et al., 2009), factors that contribute to the success of CQA (Mamykina et al., 2011a, Liu and
Agichtein, 2008), as well as other specific subject-related analyses (Tausczik et al., 2014, Saxe et al., 2013,
Wong et al., 2013, Vasilescu et al., 2013). We believe, there is an apparent lack of EDM work in the context we
raised above: how can teachers and educators learn from the vast amount of data produced on CQA sites to

6

http://stackoverflow.com/

2

acquire an in-depth look of the subject-related needs and challenges faced by their students, utilise that
knowledge to address any gaps in their teaching, delivery and coverage of the subjects, and hence enhance the
learning process of their students. This article describes a first-level attempt to addressing above research
question in relation to the fields of computer science, computer programming, and software development, by
proposing a novel text-mining approach to investigate the potential and benefits of SO to higher education
instructors and teachers. The article describes the technical details and results of a text mining method used to
discover the well-defined topics and categories which have been most frequently asked about in SO. This has
been achieved by adopting Wikipedia as a controlled vocabulary for detecting topics of Q&As posted on SO
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efficiently, where each topic corresponds to a unique Wikipedia page and the topics are clustered into categories
via the Wikipedia’s classification system. We also present our findings in terms of the insight gained in relation
to the possible underlying reasons behind the high frequency of some topics and categories, and whether these
topics and categories may be perceived to reflect subject-related difficulties faced by student-learners in these
fields.
The work presented in this article aims to address the following two research questions:
•

How can text-mining of CQA, and SO in particular, be utilised to provide an in-depth perception and
understanding of subject-related difficulties faced by learners?

•

Can instructors, teachers and educators in higher education learn from such an insight to support their
students and enhance their learning experience?

The rest of the article is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the StackExchange network and its most
popular website, StackOverflow. Section 3 introduces text mining and describes how Wikipedia could be used
as a controlled vocabulary for topic detection and categorization of Q&As posted on SO. Section 4 presents the
methodology adopted in this research and justifies this approach while Section 5 discusses the implementation
details of our proposed method for text mining the Q&As. Section 6 presents the results and discusses our
findings. This is followed by Section 7 which provides a conclusion along with a summary account of planned
future work.

3

2. Stack Exchange & Stack Overflow
StackExchange7 is a network of Q&A websites each covering a specific topic (e.g., mathematics, physics,
biology) in broad areas such as technology, science, business etc. According to Alexa8 it currently ranks at 170
in terms of global traffic. The network currently contains 119 topic websites and 119 meta websites. Each
website covering a specific topic has an accompanying meta website dedicated to its management issues. The
StackExchange platform allows all users to create, vote for, and edit questions and answers and uses popularity
voting as an effective mechanism for rank and filtering. It also deploys gamification and game design elements
such as using rewards in the form of badges to encourage and stimulate community participation (Singer et al.,
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2013b).
StackOverflow was the first website in the StackExchange network, which was created in 2008, and
currently is the most popular website in the network. It is a free Q&A website facilitating the exchange of
knowledge between both novice and experienced computer programmers. Users post and answer questions
related to computer programming and may comment and rate both questions and answers. StackOverflow
currently has over 3.5 million registered users. Since its inception in 2008, more than 8 million questions have
been posted on the site and over 14 million answers have been provided9, all contributing to a large knowledge
repository of computer programming and software development. (Parnin and Treude, 2011) investigated the
documentation resources that programmers use by analysing Google search results for a popular API, jQuery,
and found that StackOverflow appears on the first search results page, at least once, in case of 84% of the search
queries. Although one might argue that this evidence only shows the popular usage of StackOverflow for
discussions on a particular technology, (Barua et al., 2012) showed that StackOverflow covers a wide range of
technologies. Currently an average of 7000 questions are posted on the site daily and; as of August 2010, SO
had an answer rate above 90% and a median answer time of only 11 minutes (Mamykina et al., 2011b).
According to (Nasehi et al., 2012), as of February 2012, the median time of accepted answers being posted on
the site was 24 minutes and in the first hour 70% of questions received their first answer. Furthermore,
StackOverflow contains a complete record of every registered user including his/her badges, points and scores
which may be utilised for various educational research purposes. Before the advent of social Q&A websites, the

7

http://stackexchange.com/

8

http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/stackexchange.com

9

http://stackexchange.com/sites?view=list#traffic

4

main mechanisms for Q&A consisted of technical forums where content is available in the form of threaded
discussions. The main problem with this approach is that useful information is typically mixed with irrelevant
context. Social Q&A websites such as SO, on the other hand, make use of collaborative filtering to rank best
answers, which are shown up front saving users’ time and effort (Treude et al., 2012).

3. Text Mining Using Wikipedia as a Knowledge Base
Text mining is the analysis of data contained in natural language text using techniques and tools designed to
discover and extract knowledge from unstructured data (Feldman and Sanger, 2006). Text mining works by
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transposing words and phrases in unstructured data into numerical values or more structured topics which can
then be linked and analysed with traditional data mining techniques. Accordingly, text mining involves three
major activities: information retrieval, which gathers relevant texts; information extraction, which identifies and
extracts a range of specific types of information from texts of interest; and data mining, which finds associations
among the pieces of information extracted from many different texts.
The data mining phase of the text mining approach can include text classification. Traditionally this has been
achieved by representing the documents as bags of words and training a generic machine learning-based
classifier to learn a classification model from a set of manually labelled documents. The learnt model in then
used to classify unseen documents. However, such an approach to text classification ignores the important
semantic relationships that may exist between key words. This limitation can be overcome by utilising an
existing knowledge base that identifies such links between key words and phrases. A knowledge base such as a
controlled vocabulary is a way of organising or structuring knowledge to support information retrieval. They are
used in subject indexing systems such as subject headings and thesauri. Examples of such controlled
vocabularies include Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and the Dewey Decimal Classification
(DDC) system. In recent years, Wikipedia as a controlled vocabulary has received a lot of attention from
researchers working in the field of information retrieval and knowledge management (Medelyan et al., 2009).
As one of the most comprehensive external knowledge sources currently available, Wikipedia has been
successfully used in a wide range of applications, such as named entity recognition (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006),
text classification (Wang and Domeniconi, 2008), text clustering (Hu et al., 2009), event detection (Ciglan and
Nørvåg, 2010), topic indexing (Medelyan et al., 2008), and semantic relatedness measurement (Milne and
Witten, 2008). In this work Wikipedia is used as a controlled vocabulary to support the classification of SO
Q&A posts into topics and higher-level categories.

5

Wikipedia is the world’s largest free online encyclopedia. The English Wikipedia alone currently contains more
than four million articles (Wikipedia, 2014b). Wikipedia articles are written, edited, and kept up-to-date and
accurate (to a large degree) by a vast community of volunteer contributors, editors, and administrators who are
collectively called Wikipedians. An investigation conducted by Nature (Giles, 2005) suggested that Wikipedia
comes close to Encyclopaedia Britannica in terms of the accuracy of its science entries, although this suggestion
was later disputed by Britannica (Britannica, 2006). However, regardless of occasional controversies around the
accuracy of its articles, Wikipedia is serving a significant role in fulfilling public information needs. For
example, results of a nationwide survey conducted in the U.S. in 2007 showed that Wikipedia attracted six times
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more traffic than the next closest website in the “educational and reference” category and preceded websites
such as Google Scholar and Google Books with a large margin (Rainie and Tancer, 2007).

4. Methodology
As indicated in the introduction, to the best of our knowledge, the work reported here represents a new direction
in the field of Educational Data Mining (EDM) using a novel text mining based method to analyse Q&A
websites and discover new phenomena. Hence, we have adopted a heuristic research approach combined with a
new text mining approach, which utilises Wikipedia as a knowledge base, as a research methodology to
answering the research questions posed earlier. The heuristic approach is an exploratory approach to research,
that is quite different from other approaches in that it is not concerned with finding theories or testing
hypotheses by following some pre-established formula, but is concerned directly with discovery of knowledge
or some desired result by exploration, experimental work, intelligent analysis, and logic reasoning (Moustakas,
1990, Abbass, 2001).
The text mining approach has been adopted as an alternative to a labour-intensive manual approach such as
content analysis (Krippendorff, 2012) due to the size of the data set being analysed which limits the extent to
which a manual analysis approach could be adopted. The three phases of the text mining approach are now
described with an overview provided in Figure 1 and further technical detail described in the Section 5.
Information Retrieval (Data Collection): The data for this study has been extracted for the StackOverflow
website. StackOverflow currently has over 3.5 million registered users. Since its inception in 2008, more than 8
million questions have been posted on the site and over 14 million answers have been provided10.

10

http://stackexchange.com/sites?view=list#traffic
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Approximately 7000 questions are posted on a daily basis. Thus within the software development field,
StackOverflow is the largest community question and answer forum and therefore is a rich data source for the
study proposed in this wok. In addition, the StackExchange network, of which the StackOverflow website is
part, has adopted an open data policy whereby all of its websites’ data such as posts, users, votes, and comments
are made freely available to the public. An anonymised dump of all the user-contributed StackExchange data is
published periodically11. Therefore all of the StackOverflow data related to questions, answers, and users is
freely available for download and analysis.
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Given that Wikipedia is being used as a controlled vocabulary, only the questions and answers that contain links
to Wikipedia pages are analysed in this study. This phase of the text mining approach involves the identification
of all the Q&A posts on SO that may contain a link to a valid Wikipedia webpage. Many of the questions and
answers posted on StackOverflow contain links to Wikipedia. This phase of the analysis returned a total of
188,548 matches including a combination of questions and answers.
Information Extraction (Data Cleaning): This phase of the mining process involved extracting the actual
URLs of the Wikipedia pages and validating them. There were two levels of validation involved. The first phase
removed links which contained invalid characters and the second phase ensured that the syntactically correct
links pointed to an actual Wikipedia URL at the time of analysis.
Data Mining (Visualisation and Frequency Analysis): Each valid Wikipedia URL identified in the previous
phase points to an article within the Wikipedia where the topic can have one or more parent categories. A
software application was built to extract the corresponding articles/topics for the URLs, their appearance
frequency in the analysed Q&As, and their parent categories to facilitate the visualisation and analysis presented
in Section 6.

11

https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
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Phase 1: Information Retrieval
Stack Overflow
posts in XML
(Posts.xml)

Phase 2: Information Extraction

eXist-db
XML
Database

Posts containing
links to Wikipedia
articles

Software Application
Wikipedia
Miner

Phase 3: Data Mining: Visualisation and Frequency Analysis
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Gephi

Wikipedia Articles
and their Parent
Categories

Figure 1: Overview of text mining approach

4.1 Wikipedia as a Knowledge Base
The SO Q&A posts that contain links to Wikipedia form the dataset for analysis in this study. While this limits
our analysis to a subset of SO Q&A posts, we believe that the benefits offered by using Wikipedia as a
controlled vocabulary outweigh the limitations of focusing on a subset of the Q&A posts. As a controlled
vocabulary, Wikipedia offers a number of advantages over similar controlled vocabularies such as library
classification systems:
1.

Extensive coverage and comprehensiveness: the English Wikipedia currently contains over 4 million
articles covering subjects in all aspects of human knowledge.

2.

Up-to-dateness: due to the crowd-sourced nature of Wikipedia and its large pool of editors, Wikipedia
articles are generally well-maintained and kept quite up-to-date. For example, a study examining the
potential of combining Twitter and Wikipedia data for event detection showed that in case of major
events Wikipedia lags Twitter only by about three hours (Osborne et al., 2012).

3.

Rich description: Wikipedia articles provide rich descriptive content for the represented concepts
describing their various aspects in details.

4.

Multilingual: as of July 2014 Wikipedia exists in more than 287 languages. Wikipedia has more than
one million articles in each of the 12 most populated languages and more than one hundred thousand
articles in each of the 52 less populated languages (Wikipedia, 2014a).

8

According to part 1 of the international standard for thesauri (ISO 25964-1)12, a compliant thesaurus should
capture and encode three main types of relationship between concepts: (a) equivalence relations between
synonyms and near-synonyms, e.g. car and automobile, (b) hierarchical relations between broader and narrower
concepts, e.g. vehicle and car, (c) associative relations between concepts that are closely related in a nonhierarchical fashion, e.g. Formula 1 and car. Adapted as a controlled vocabulary, Wikipedia meets all these
requirements: (a) each Wikipedia article has a descriptor which is the preferred and most commonly used term
for the represented concept, and each article is assigned a set of non-descriptors which are the less commonly
used synonyms and alternative lexical forms for the concept (i.e., equivalence relations), (b) Similar to the
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notion of “Related Terms” in traditional controlled vocabularies, related articles in Wikipedia are connected via
hyperlinks (i.e., associative relations), (c) each Wikipedia article is classified according to the Wikipedia’s own
community-built classification scheme into one or more broader categories, which resembles the notion of
“Broader Terms/Narrower Terms” in traditional controlled vocabularies (i.e., hierarchical relations).
. While the accuracy of some Wikipedia articles has been disputed as discussed in Section 3, and the editorial
quality of some articles is poor, this does not seem to effect the quality of the controlled vocabularies derived
from Wikipedia. For example, (Milne et al., 2006) investigated the application of Wikipedia as a thesaurus in
the domain of agriculture and compared it with a manually-created professional thesaurus in this domain,
Agrovoc, as the gold standard. They found that Wikipedia contains a substantial proportion of concepts and
semantic relations encoded in Agrovoc and has impressive coverage of contemporary documents in the domain.
In a similar study, (Vivaldi and Rodríguez, 2010) derived three domain-specific thesauri for astronomy,
chemistry, and medicine in two languages (English, Spanish) from Wikipedia, and reported promising results in
terms of the coverage and accuracy of the constructed thesauri. These and a number of similar studies have
shown that Wikipedia is an effective source of knowledge for constructing various types of controlled
vocabularies, including thesauri, taxonomies, and ontologies (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007, Fogarolli, 2011, Milne
et al., 2007). Traditional controlled vocabularies such as LCHS and DDC have been created to support the
indexing and classification of books and are only updated periodically. Alternatively, Wikipedia as a crowdsourced classification system is updated in real-time and thus is likely to include new and emerging topics and
categories associated with the computer programming and software development domains.

12

http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=53657

9

The above listed advantages of Wikipedia over other controlled vocabularies and more importantly the existing
links between SO posts and Wikipedia articles make Wikipedia our controlled vocabulary of choice for
identifying the topics and categories of the SO Q&As in our proposed method.

5. Implementation of Text Mining Process
This section discusses the technical details involved in implementing the text mining process and subsequent
analysis. This involves the following four main steps:
a)

Develop a text mining method, which utilises Wikipedia as a controlled vocabulary for determining the
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topics and categories of SO Q&A posts;
b) Apply developed text mining method to the most recent version of SO dump to categorise and cluster
Q&A posts, producing an interactive visual representation of resulting topics and categories;
c)

Using the output from above to closely inspect resulting topics and categories of the contents of Q&A
posts in SO in terms of their frequencies, rankings and associations;

d)

Analyse the findings from (c) to gain insight into possible reasons behind the high frequency of some
topics and categories, and whether these topics and categories reflect subject-related difficulties faced
by student-learners in these fields, in order to infer how best our text-mining method of SO can be used
to inform instructor and teachers in designing the coverage, delivery and teaching approach of their
computer science courses.

The rest of this section details the first two steps outlined above. The ‘Results & Discussion’ section, on the
other hand, incorporates description of steps (c) and (d). The text mining method we have developed and applied
in this work to SO posts, to determine and categorise their topics, involves the following four processes: (1)
uploading the SO posts into a database, (2) querying the database and retrieving the posts which contain a link
to Wikipedia (3) finding the parent categories of cited Wikipedia articles (4) building the graph of cited articles
and their parent categories.

5.1 Uploading the Data into a Database
Each site in the StackExchange network of which StackOverflow is part, is formatted as a separate archive
consisting of zipped XML data files for Posts, Users, Tags, Votes, Comments, Badges, PostHistory, and
PostLinks (for complete schema information, see the readme file13). In order to easily access and analyse the SO

13

https://archive.org/download/stackexchange/readme.txt
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posts, we created an XML database using the eXist-db (Meier, 2014), which is an open-source native XML
database engine, to store the SO data in. We then downloaded the most recent version of the SO dump and
uploaded the Posts.xml file which contains all the posted questions and answers up to date into the database.
This enables us to search and retrieve posts of interest by querying the database using the XPath and XQuery
languages.

5.2 Querying the Database
Each single post inside the Posts.xml file has multiple attributes including: a unique identifier, a PostTypeId
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(“1” for questions and “2” for answers), Title, and Body. We utilise these attributes to retrieve those posts which
their content/body is of interest to us. In order to examine and analyse the SO posts in terms of their topics and
categories, we have used Wikipedia as a crowd-sourced classification system. We used the following XPath
query to retrieve all the Q&A posts which included a link to the Wikipedia articles:
for $x in doc("/db/SO/Posts.xml")/posts/row[contains(@Body,"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki")]
return $x
This query returned a total of 188,548 matches, of which 20,924 were questions, 165,080 were answers, and
2,544 were of miscellaneous type, e.g., moderator nomination. After removing miscellaneous posts and those
with invalid Wikipedia URLs (i.e., those containing restricted characters14), the remaining total of 186,004 Q&A
posts contained 28,648 unique URLs linking to the Wikipedia articles with a total appearance frequency of
230,887. Finally after confirming the validity of all the discovered unique links by retrieving their corresponding
pages on the Wikipedia website, a total of 21,366 were verified as valid links to existing articles on Wikipedia.

5.3 Finding the Parent Categories
We have deployed an open source toolkit called Wikipedia-miner (Milne, 2009) to discover the parent
categories of the Wikipedia articles which were linked to in the SO posts. Wikipedia-Miner effectively unlocks
Wikipedia as a general-purpose knowledge source for natural language processing (NLP) applications by
providing rich semantic information on topics and their lexical representations beyond that offered by domainspecific thesauri. Utilising the Java programing language and the Wikipedia-miner environment, we first
converted the Wikipedia URLs identified in the Q&A posts into article objects using the getArticleByTitle

14

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Naming_conventions_(technical_restrictions)
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function of the Wikipedia-miner API. We then used the getParentCategories function to retrieve the parent
categories of each article.

5.4 Data Mining: Visualisation and Frequency Analysis
Finally, we used the collected information to build a directed graph representing articles and categories as nodes
and their parent-child relationships as edges. The graph was encoded and stored as an xml file in GraphML15
format which may be easily imported into popular open-source network analysis and visualization software
packages such as the Gephi platform (Bastian et al., 2009) used in this work. Gephi is an interactive
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visualization platform to explore and understand graphs. It enables users to interact with the representation,
manipulate the structures, shapes and colours to reveal hidden properties and discover patterns in graphs.
Utilising Gephi enables us to visually analyse the graph of Wikipedia article citations in SO posts and examine
their usage patterns to find the topics and subjects which are most asked about.

6. Results & Discussion
In this section we discuss our findings that resulted from the analysis of the graph of topics and categories,
which was created by mining the content of Q&As in SO. The Gephi project file containing the graph of
Wikipedia articles cited in SO posts and their frequency and relationship details is available online16 and may be
readily used for further studies. Figure 2 shows a zoomed-out overview of the graph. This graph contains all the
21,366 unique Wikipedia articles mentioned in SO, as well as their 20,587 direct parent categories.

15

http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/

16

http://www.skynet.ie/~arash/zip/StackOverflow_Wikipedia_Sep2013.zip
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Figure 2. An overview of the StackOverflow-Wikipedia graph

Since May 2004, Wikipedia authors have been categorising Wikipedia articles according to a
community-built classification system (a.k.a folksonomy) which has been growing rapidly. Including the parent
categories of articles in the graph allows us to cluster related articles together and draw more accurate
conclusions regarding the dominant subjects being discussed. The nodes in the graph are colour coded to
differentiate their type, i.e., red for articles and green for categories. Also, the node sizes are set to reflect the
appearance frequency of the articles and categories that they represent. The resulting graph has a total of 41,923
nodes and 71,160 edges. Wikipedia articles and categories are classified according to a hierarchical
classification system with (currently) 16 levels of depth reflecting speciality/generality. In the rest of this section
we discuss the articles and categories at various levels of the hierarchy which have been most frequently

13

mentioned in SO posts. Table 1 lists the top 50 most prominent articles along with their depth and frequency. As
evident from these results most high frequency articles belong to levels 4 to 8 of the Wikipedia classification
system, where the topics are neither too generic nor too detailed. The most frequently mentioned article, “Same
origin policy” discusses an important security concept for a number of browser-side programming languages,
such as java script. Figure 3 shows a zoom-in view of this article along with its parent category and sibling
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nodes in the graph and their corresponding frequencies in the Q&A posts.

Figure 2. A zoom-in view of the article “Same origin policy” and its parent and sibling nodes in the graph.

14
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Table 1. Top 50 Wikipedia articles with highest appearance frequencies in SO posts.
Article Title
Same-origin policy
SQL injection
Model–view–controller
Singleton pattern
Comet (programming)
JSONP
Factory method pattern
Trie
Database normalization
Dependency injection
Observer pattern
Single responsibility principle
Levenshtein distance
Strategy pattern
Don't repeat yourself
JSON
Representational state transfer
Byte order mark
Base64
Ajax (programming)
Cross-site scripting
GET (HTTP)
UTF-8
Visitor pattern
Data URI scheme
Resource Acquisition Is Initialization
Join (SQL)
Floating point
Endianness
Decorator pattern
Liskov substitution principle
Hash table
Cron
Regular expression
Fisher–Yates shuffle
ISO 8601
Two's complement
IEEE floating point
Short-circuit evaluation
Cross-origin resource sharing
Command pattern
Object-relational mapping
Dijkstra's algorithm
C++11
Unobtrusive JavaScript
Big O notation
Entity–attribute–value model
Unix time
Hypertext Transfer Protocol

Appearance Frequency
2106
1536
1072
988
829
795
788
781
761
751
744
718
707
652
644
629
626
623
595
594
578
568
561
543
541
538
524
522
522
518
511
504
496
487
486
484
472
469
448
431
422
420
417
413
400
393
382
375
373

15

Hierarchical Depth
5
5
5
5
6
7
5
7
5
5
5
4
5
5
4
6
6
8
6
6
7
4
5
5
6
7
7
6
3
5
4
6
7
6
6
4
7
7
7
7
5
6
6
7
5
5
6
4
6

The list in Table 1 contains a substantial number of articles covering various aspects of software
engineering such as “Singleton pattern”, “Model–view–controller”, “Dependency injection”, and “Strategy
pattern”. Specifically, articles related to the object-oriented programming paradigm and to software design and
development have an overwhelming presence. These include: “Factory method pattern”, “Observer pattern”,
“Single responsibility principle”, “Visitor pattern”, “Decorator pattern”, “Command pattern”, “Resource
Acquisition Is Initialization”, “Liskov substitution principle”, and “Object-relational mapping”. The remaining
articles fall into a number of minor groups covering various aspects of computer science including:
1.

Databases: articles covering relational databases and their query languages including: “SQL injection”,
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“Database normalization”, “Entity–attribute–value model”, and “Join (SQL)”.
2.

Web technologies: articles covering a wide range of Web technologies including: “JSONP”, “JSON”,
“Representational state transfer”, “Ajax (programming)”, “Cross-site scripting”, “GET (HTTP)”,
“UTF-8”, “Data URI scheme”, “Cross-origin resource sharing”, “Unobtrusive JavaScript”, and
“Hypertext Transfer Protocol”.

3.

Data structures and algorithms: articles covering various data structures and related algorithms
including: “Trie”, “Levenshtein distance”, “Hash table”, “Fisher–Yates shuffle”, and “Dijkstra's
algorithm”.

In the next step of the analysis, we aggregated the weights (i.e., appearance frequencies) of all the articles
which shared the same parent category(ies) and assigned these total weights to the corresponding parent
categories. This process in practice acts as a clustering technique where all related articles are detected and their
weights are combined to provide us with a different vantage point on the data and the popular categories is SO.
Table 2 provides a list of the top 50 categories with highest frequencies in SO posts. As shown in Table 2 the
most frequent category is “Software design patterns” which encompasses all the high frequency articles in Table
1 covering various design pattern concepts in software engineering. Categories covering Sample codes in Java,
pseudocode, C++, and C have the second highest frequencies. This highlights the fact that questions related to
the Java programming language are the most common in SO followed by those related to C++. The category
“Object-Oriented Programming” is ranked 6th which confirms the popularity of Q&As addressing OOP concepts
in SO. Search, graph, and sorting algorithms are ranked 9th, 16th, and 26th respectively. These algorithms and
their variations are covered in most undergraduate computer science courses, and therefore we suspect most of
these questions are posted by CS students and novice programmers. The remaining top categories cover a wide
range of topics in computer science from programming principles to formal languages.

16
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Table 2. Top 50 Wikipedia categories with highest appearance frequencies in SO posts.
Category Title
Software design patterns
Articles with example Java code
Articles with example pseudocode
Articles with example C++ code
Articles with example C code
Object-oriented programming
Ajax (programming)
C++
Search algorithms
Programming principles
Software architecture
Computer arithmetic
Computer security exploits
Data types
Data management
Graph algorithms
Trees (data structures)
Internet Standards
Computer network security
Cross-platform software
Articles with example SQL code
Computer security procedures
Application layer protocols
JavaScript
Data serialization formats
World Wide Web Consortium standards
Sorting algorithms
Web development
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Java platform
Articles with example C Sharp code
Dynamic programming
Type theory
SQL
Injection exploits
Binary arithmetic
Microsoft application programming interfaces
Method (computer programming)
Programming paradigms
Web 2.0 neologisms
C programming language
Subroutines
Scripting languages
.NET framework
Software development philosophies
Articles with example Python code
Markup languages
Formal languages
XML-based standards

Combined Weight
13481
9059
7967
5818
4945
4605
4263
4037
4024
3449
3428
3257
3255
3208
3108
3022
3000
2867
2794
2764
2666
2495
2472
2470
2445
2437
2408
2368
2357
2321
2303
2291
2265
2259
2221
2197
2136
2135
2110
2100
2096
1986
1979
1959
1955
1885
1877
1855
1794
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Hierarchical Depth
4
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
5
3
5
6
6
5
4
6
6
6
6
8
6
4
6
7
5
6
5
6
6
9
6
5
4
6
7
6
8
8
6
5
8
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5

The data presented in Tables 1 and 2 may be used to prioritise the topics covered in undergraduate and
graduate CS courses and guide the redesign and update of the courses and their materials. Although this data
provides an up-to-date and accurate view of topics of interest frequently asked about and discussed in SO,
conducting further detailed manual analysis of these topics could shed more light on the reasons behind their
high frequency. For example, the data presented in Table 1 has indicated that questions related to the topic of
“regular expressions” have a high frequency in SO. However, it does not give us any further clues as to what
aspect of regular expressions those Q&As cover, and therefore, still some level of manual analysis is required.
To demonstrate this, we have conducted further analysis on a random subset of 50 Q&As discussing the topic of
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regular expressions. Looking at the Q&As citing this particular article in Wikipedia, it turns out that the majority
of questions posted in this regard (39/50) evolve around the formulation of regular expressions to match specific
patterns of interest. For example, the title of some of these questions read:
•

How to validate if studentNo is a 11-digit no

•

Regular Expression to match only alphabetic characters

•

Please explain this e-mail validation regular expression

•

Remove everything except what is in quotes java

The remaining questions regarding the topic of regular expressions relate to its other aspects such as deployment
in various environments and programming languages. Examples of these questions include:
•

What does this split line in Scala mean?

•

JavaScript - How to get at specific value in a string?

•

Standard Regex vs python regex discrepancy

•

validations in textbox in vb.net

Based on above observation, we divided the regular expressions related Q&As into three major groups
“formulation”, “usage”, and “miscellaneous”. Table 3 shows the title of analysed Q&As along with their
grouping information. An excel file containing the data presented in Table 3 with active hyperlinks to the
original Q&As is available online17.
A similar type of analysis may be applied to the other high frequency Wikipedia articles and categories
of interest listed in Tables 1 and 2 to discover more detailed information in respect to the type of questions
posted in each topic.
17

http://www.skynet.ie/~arash/zip/StackOverflow_Wikipedia_Sep2013.zip
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Table 3. A sample of 50 regular expressions related Q&As categorized according to their types.
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Type
Form Usage Mis.
A: If textBox1 Contains Integer
✓
A: Regular expression with pipe
✓
A: What does this split line in Scala mean?
✓
A: Django Urlpatter for String
✓
A: How to automatically insert pragmas in your program
✓
A: What does Authorize(Users=“*”) mean?
✓
A: How to validate if studentNo is a 11-digit no
✓
A: VS 2012 find and replace text outside string literals
✓
A: Why are regular expressions called “regular” expressions?
✓
A: regex - getting last occurance not first - why?
✓
A: Find string and replace line in linux
✓
A: Who defines regular expressions?
✓
A: Remove everything except what is in quotes java
✓
A: Working with conditions based on command output
✓
A: Having trouble creating a regular expression
✓
A: Please explain this e-mail validation regular expression:
✓
A: How can I remove “Page ###” from a string in php
✓
A: Regular Expressions: How to Express \w Without Underscore
✓
A: validations in textbox in vb.net
✓
A: Regex for nested values
✓
A: How to use string.split( ) for the following string in javascript
✓
A: Regex to remove junk from a .txt file in Unix
✓
A: Delete all lines beginning with a # from a file
✓
A: Regular Expression to match only alphabetic characters
✓
A: Need a regular expression to allow only one character in a text box in asp.net ✓
A: algorithm to parse string with dictionary
✓
A: Regular Expression with foreign languages
✓
A: preg_match return longest match
✓
A: Searching a folder for parts of a file's name
✓
Q: use sed to search and replace patterns via regular expressions
✓
A: find all occurences between tag
✓
A: How can I perform a diff that ignores all comments?
✓
A: Bash RexEx: Read file line by line to pull out each href in captured groups
✓
A: How to validate math formular string using regex?
✓
A: Can a regular expression be tested to see if it reduces to .*
✓
A: Replacing special characters by null
✓
A: Difference between matches and equalsIgnoreCase or equals in string class
✓
A: extract substring from lines using grep, awk,sed or etc
✓
A: comparing similar words and phrases
✓
A: How to write the regex for this expression
✓
A: preg_replace in PHP
✓
A: JavaScript - How to get at specific value in a string?
✓
A: String to float and regex
✓
A: How to configure URLs using PHP
✓
A: Grouping text into sections algorithm
✓
A: Grep command to extract email addresses
✓
A: JavaScript regex to extract text and number
✓
A: Help with capturing URL fragment in Django
✓
A: php regular expression for video swf
✓
Q: Standard Regex vs python regex discrepancy
✓
Sum: 39
9
2
Q&A Title
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7. Conclusion
In this work we proposed a text mining method for discovering the most frequent topics and categories
commonly discussed in Q&A websites. We applied the proposed approach to the largest Q&A website in the
field of computer science, StackOverflow.com, and presented the obtained results in terms of the most popular
Wikipedia articles and categories mentioned in SO posts. This then enabled us to highlight the most frequently
asked about topics and subjects in computer programming and, hence, identify difficulties faced by learners in
this field.
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7.1 Implications to Theory and Practice
Utilising these findings, we inferred the following: the proposed text-mining approach has the potential for
informing instructors and teachers in higher education of the important and challenging subjects in the courses
they deliver, so that they could focus more on these topics/subjects in the coverage, delivery and
teaching/training approaches of their course material. The application of data mining and data analytics
technologies in education has created a new interdisciplinary field of research spanning the education and
information sciences, called Educational Data Mining (EDM). The work presented in this article is an early
attempt at investigating the practical application of EDM in the area of computer science education. Thus, in our
opinion, the contribution of this work is two-fold by:

•

Demonstrating a novel application of text mining to SO and its ability in providing an in-depth analysis
of subject-related difficulties and challenges in learning new topics in the field of computer
programming.

•

Identifying potential benefits of analysing the content of SO to instructors and teachers in terms of
revising the contents of their computer programming related courses and the way they are delivered,
such that more attention is paid to the difficult topics identified.

In practice the presented method and resulting data analysis act as an important step towards a more detailed
investigation which would involve further distilling, analysis, and inference of the educational content available
on Q&A websites. The proposed method may be easily applied to online forums and Q&A websites in other
fields of science and engineering, such as math.stackexchange.com which is another Q&A website in the
StackExchange network focusing on the field of mathematics and containing more than half a million posts.
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7.2 Limitations
Having demonstrated the benefits and potential of the proposed text mining method reported in this article, we
would also like to highlight some of its limitations. The proposed method in its current form limits the scope of
the analysis to a subset of Q&As which contain one or more links to Wikipedia. The results presented in this
work are based on the analysis of a total of approximately 186,000 Q&As. We expect this sample size to be of
sufficient magnitude for drawing generalized conclusions in terms of the topic and categories which the learners
have the most difficulty with. However, developing more sophisticated text mining methods capable of
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analysing a larger portion of data could improve the accuracy and generalizability of the results.

7.3 Future Work
As future work, we plan to enhance the depth and coverage of our analysis method by (a) attempting to
automatically classify all the Q&A posts according to the Wikipedia classification system using a machine
learning-based classification method, which would result in a significant increase in the sample size and
subsequently the accuracy of the results; (b) further refine the results of the analysis and its granularity by
analysing the textual content of the Q&As in more depth and extracting the terms and phrases which are
statistically significant based on their appearance frequencies; and (c) investigating the application of the
proposed method in analysing other fields of science and engineering ,such as mathematics, and their respective
online forums and Q&A websites.
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